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government found that it was less able than ever to
fluence on Arab countries.40
In contrast, American relations with Israel were good, and
the United States was in a position to apply pressures on her.
However, pro-Israeli sentiment was so strong in Washington and
throughout the United States that Israel was encouraged to
refuse to make any concessions and to use force. Nonetheless.
American officials pressed Israel at least not to make an im-
mediate test of the blockade and to give them a little time in
which to seek a peaceful solution acceptable to her.50 The vast
U.S. oil holdings in Arab lands made it inadvisable for Wash-
ington to appear to act on behalf of Israel and against the
Arabs, especially in view of the fact that on the question cf
Israel all Arabs united. Yet, for domestic political reasons as
well as past commitments, Washington could not ignore Israel.
In general, the tasks facing American diplomacy were: (a)
to hold a rein on Israel; (b) to find some face-saving formula
for Nasser; (c) to seek Soviet aid in containing the crisis and
preventing the outbreak of an open conflict; and (d) to uphold
international maritime rights in the Gulf of Aqaba. The United
States was hopeful that peace would be maintained despite the
gravity of the situation,51 American thinking, in part, was based
upon the expectation that the contestants would be gradually
worn to the point where they would be more receptive to
reasonable compromise. What gave this point of view some
credibility was the hig;h cost both to Egypt and Israel of keep-
ing their aimed forces and reserves in a prolonged state of
& New York Times, 5 June 1967.
so The Pentagon was totally opposed to military intervention for forcing
Nasser to lift the blockade of the Gulf of Aqaba. It did not wish to have
"a second Vietnam in the Middle East", and according to it, the United
States was not prepared for such a contingency. Laqueur, Road to War.
2n., p. 155.
si Washington Post, 30 May 1967, p. Al.
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